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S1. Overview
In this supplemental material, more experimental results

are provided, including:

• more details about APDrawing dataset construction
(Section S2);

• more factors in the ablation study (Section S3);

• a user study to subjectively evaluate CycleGAN,
Pix2Pix and APDrawingGAN (Section S4);

• more qualitative results of comparison with six state-
of-the-art style transfer methods: Gatys [5], CNN-
MRF [8], Deep Image Analogy [9], Pix2Pix [7], Cy-
cleGAN [19] and Headshot Portrait [14] (Section S5).

S2. APDrawing Dataset Construction
To train and test the proposed APDrawingGAN, we build

a dataset containing 140 pairs of face photos and corre-
sponding portrait drawings. To make the training set dis-
tribution more consistent, all portrait drawings were drawn
by a single professional artist. All images and drawings
are aligned, downsampled and cropped to 512 × 512 size.
Some examples are illustrated in Figure S1. We partition
the dataset into two parts: 70 image pairs as the training
set and the remaining 70 image pairs as the test set. All the
evaluation results are based on the test set to ensure fairness.

S3. More Factors in Ablation Study
In Section 7.1 of the main paper, we study some key fac-

tors of APDrawingGAN in an ablation study, including lo-
cal networks, line-promoting DT loss LDT and initializa-
tion using the model pre-trained on the NPR data. Here we
present the study on more factors.
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Figure S1. Some examples of image pairs (each pair contains a
face photo and an artist’s portrait drawing) in our APDrawing
dataset.

(a) Input (b) GT (d) W/O LL1 loss (f) Ours

Figure S2. Ablation study on the pixel-wise loss term LL1 in the
loss function. From left to right: input face photos, ground truth,
results of removing LL1 from the loss function, and our results.

There are four terms in the loss function of APDrawing-
GAN (refer to Eq.(1) in the main paper). In addition to LDT

(studied in Section 7.1 of the main paper), we further study
the other three terms: pixel-wise loss LL1 , local transfer
loss Llocal and adversarial loss Ladv .

LL1
drives the synthesized drawings close to the ground-
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Figure S3. Ablation study on local transfer loss term Llocal in the
loss function. The first column shows the input face photo and
ground truth APDrawing. The second, third and last columns show
Ilocal, Iglobal and the final output of generator G. Results of re-
moving Llocal from the loss function are shown in the top row,
and results with Llocal are shown in the bottom row.

(a) Input (b) GT (c) no Ladv (d) 2 local nets (e) Ours

Figure S4. Ablation study on GAN loss Ladv and using only 2
local nets (face and hair). From left to right: input face photos,
ground truth, results of removing Ladv from the loss function, re-
sults of using only face and hair local nets, and our results.

truth drawings in a pixel-wise manner. As illustrated in Fig-
ure S2, without this loss term, excessive white lines appear
in the hair region, and meanwhile, regions without lines
(such as the necks) become blurry. This is possibly because
LDT prefers to promote lines, and without the balance of
LL1

, regions containing a few lines (such as hair) exhibit
too many lines, while other regions without lines are still
not controlled properly, leading to obviously blurry artifacts
in these regions (such as necks).

Llocal puts extra constraints on the intermediate output
of six local generators in Gl∗, and behaves as a regulariza-
tion term in the loss function. As illustrated in Figure S3,
without this loss term, both the intermediate results Ilocal
(which is an aggregated drawing blending outputs of all lo-
cal generators) and Iglobal (which is the output of Gglobal)

Input GT Train W/O AJ Train with AJ

Figure S5. Ablation study on adding jaw contours in coarse train-
ing data (AJ). From left to right: input face photos, ground truth,
results of the APDrawingGAN model trained without AJ, and re-
sults of the APDrawingGAN model trained with AJ.

are underconstrained, leading to unstable and poor genera-
tions.

Ladv is fundamental for the GAN architecture and guar-
antees better results than a CNN. As illustrated in Fig-
ure S4c, without GAN loss Ladv , the discriminator in our
model is removed and the results tend to be blurry, i.e., del-
icate lines are absent especially in hair regions.

We use six local networks in APDrawingGAN, corre-
sponding to the local facial regions of the left eye, right eye,
nose, mouth, hair and the background. To explore the ne-
cessity of using six local networks, we conduct an ablation
study on using only two local networks for face and hair. As
illustrated in Figure S4d, with only two local nets for face
and hair, facial features are not well drawn, e.g. noses in
both results miss some details, and eyes in the second result
are much more messy than our results.

In Section 6 of the main paper, we use a coarse-level pre-
training to provide the training of APDrawingGAN with a
good initialization. We collect 6,655 frontal face photos
taken from ten face datasets [18, 10, 3, 12, 11, 4, 16, 15, 2,
17]. For each photo, we generate a synthetic drawing using
the two-tone NPR algorithm in [13]. Since it often gener-
ates results without a clear jaw contour (due to low contrast
in input images at these locations), we use the face model in
OpenFace [1] to detect the landmarks on the jaws and sub-
sequently add the jaw contour to the NPR results. We fur-
ther study the effect of adding jaw contours in coarse train-
ing data. As illustrated in Figure S5, without this impor-
tant preprocessing step, the trained APDrawingGAN model
(after formal training with the APDrawing dataset) cannot
generate good jaw features in the synthesized APDrawings.
This also shows the benefits of pre-training as improved pre-
training data can be efficiently obtained without manual ef-
fort.



Figure S6. A screenshot of the website for user study.

Source Ground Truth Stylized1 Stylized2

Checkpoint1

Checkpoint2

Checkpoint3
Figure S7. Three checkpoints. In checkpoints 1 and 3, the stylized
drawing on the left is obviously better than the right. In checkpoint
2, the stylized drawing on the right is obviously better than the left.

S4. User Study

Due to the subjective nature of image styles, we also con-
duct a user study to compare our results to CycleGAN [19]
and Pix2Pix [7].

Method. All 70 image pairs were used in the user
study. For each face photo, three artificial stylized drawings
were generated by CycleGAN, Pix2Pix and our APDraw-
ingGAN. Then each image pair was expanded to a group
of five images: one original face photo, one ground truth
APDrawing, and three artificial stylized drawings. In a total
of 70 groups of images, ten groups were randomly assigned
to each participant. Each time two artificial stylized draw-
ings were shown on the screen side by side. The participant
can hover the mouse over each of them and the enlarged
drawing will appear in the bottom for a detailed compari-
son with original face photo and ground truth side by side.
After checking the details of each of two artificial stylized
drawings and comparing them with the original face photo
and ground truth, the participant chose the one which was

Table S1. Ranking statistics of the user study. For each of the three
methods (CycleGAN, Pix2Pix and APDrawingGAN), the percent-
ages of it being ranked best (1), middle (2) and worst (3) are sum-
marized. In 71.39% of all cases, our APDrawingGAN is ranked
best.

Methods Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3
CycleGAN [19] 14.45% 30.90% 54.65%

Pix2Pix [7] 14.16% 44.92% 40.92%
APDrawingGAN 71.39% 24.18% 4.43%

CycleGAN Pix2Pix Ours
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Figure S8. ANOVA test boxplot [6] of three methods.

better as an APDrawing based on style similarity and qual-
ity. See Figure S6 for a screenshot. For three artificial
stylized drawings in an image group, any two of them, i.e.,
(CycleGAN, Pix2Pix), (CycleGAN, APDrawingGAN) and
(Pix2Pix, APDrawingGAN), were shown once.

Quality Control. To avoid unreliable input such as ran-
dom selection, we add checkpoints in the process of the
user study to control the quality of user input. We use three
special pairs of stylized drawings with obvious preference
as checkpoints (Figure S7). These three pairs randomly
appeared in the process of user study. According to our
preparatory experiments, participants with high concentra-
tion can easily choose the obviously better drawing, while
those who just randomly select drawings are likely to fail in
at least one checkpoint input. We discard the user input if
one or more checkpoints failed.

Results. 81 paid participants attended this user study and
73 of them passed all the checkpoints. We performed sta-
tistical analysis on the valid inputs of these participants in
two ways. First, we compute a global ranking for the three
artificial stylized drawings in each image group. For exam-
ple, if A is better than B, B is better than C and A is better
than C, then the global ranking is A, B and C. If the local
ranking is conflicted, e.g., A is better than B, B is better
than C and C is better than A, the votes for this image group
are discarded. From all votes in 73 valid inputs, we com-
pute the percentages that the three methods (CycleGAN,



Pix2Pix and APDrawingGAN) are ranked best, middle or
worst, respectively. The ranking results are summarized in
Table S1, in which APDrawingGAN is ranked the best in
71.39% of all cases, significantly higher than CycleGAN
and Pix2Pix where each of them is only ranked the best
for about 14% of cases. Second, we conduct analysis of
variance (ANOVA) on the normalized data, i.e., the votes
normalized by maximum number of votes. The p-value is
2.04 × 10−39 << 0.01, justifying that the rejection of the
null hypothesis and the differences between the means of
the three methods are statistically significant. The boxplot
is shown in Figure S8.

S5. More Qualitative Results of Comparison

In Section 7.2 of the main paper, we compare AP-
DrawingGAN with six state-of-the-art style transfer meth-
ods: Gatys [5], CNNMRF [8], Deep Image Analogy [9],
Pix2Pix [7], CycleGAN [19] and Headshot Portrait [14].

For methods that take one content image and one style
image as input, i.e., CNNMRF, Deep Analogy and Head-
shot Portrait, we randomly select a style image in the train-
ing set. Gatys’ method [5] by default takes one content im-
age and one style image as input. But for fair comparison,
we use all the style images in the training set and com-
pute the average Gram matrix to model the target style as
in [19]. For CycleGAN and Pix2Pix, we use the same train-
ing data as APDrawingGAN and default parameters to train
the model. The qualitative results of randomly selected test
data are illustrated in Figure S9. We also test our trained
APDrawingGAN on arbitrary collected face photos which
do not have ground truth artist’s drawings, and the qual-
itative results are illustrated in Figure S10. These results
show that our APDrawingGAN consistently generates high-
quality and better APDrawings than existing methods.
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Figure S9. Qualitative results of our method and comparison with six state-of-the-art methods. From left to right: input face photos, ground
truth APDrawings, the randomly-chosen style images for methods which take one content and one style image as input, CNNMRF [8]
results, Deep Image Analogy [9] results, Headshot Portrait [14] results, Gatys [5] results, CycleGAN [19] results, Pix2Pix [7] results, our
APDrawingGAN results.
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Figure S10. Qualitative results of our method and comparison with six state-of-the-art methods. From left to right: input face photos
(collected from internet which do not have ground truth artist’s drawings), the randomly-chosen style images for methods which take one
content and one style image as input, CNNMRF [8] results, Deep Image Analogy [9] results, Headshot Portrait [14] results, Gatys [5]
results, CycleGAN [19] results, Pix2Pix [7] results, our APDrawingGAN results.
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